**Roma Heroes** is a two player game requiring players to guess their opponent’s Roma Hero character, based on the biography and their achievement.

**Goal:**
Guess your opponent’s Roma Hero before your opponent guesses yours!

**Game:**
- Play “rock, paper, scissors” to decide who starts
- Take turns asking **yes-no questions** to guess each other’s secret Roma hero character
- Use the legend as a guide to ask questions based on the information you can find in the biography cards
- Based on the answers you receive to your questions, eliminate the relevant Roma heroes on your board.

---

**Example**
Player 1: *Was your hero a partisan?*
Player 2: *Yes*
Player 1 Removes all cards **without** the partisan icon
Player 2: *No*
Player 1 Removes all cards **with** the partisan icon next to it
WINNER
The first player to guess the other player’s secret Roma Hero wins!
If your guess is wrong, then you lose!

Before starting another round, read out loud your Roma hero’s story of resistance - this way, you can learn more about all characters in the game.

DIY
Do you know of a Roma hero not included in the game?
Then create your own Roma Hero card!

---

Write your Roma Hero’s biography

Draw your Roma Hero’s face

Write Name and Year

Select Types and Places of Resistance

Write Historical Period and Country